
My Trip to the 



I am going to see the speech therapist. 
The speech therapist’s office is in a big 

building on the 3rd  floor. 

 

We can take the elevator to the 3rd floor. 

 

We will get off the elevator and go check 
in. 



We will wait in line to check in. 

 

After we check in, I can play in the waiting 
room. 

 

I need to stay close to my parents and 
follow directions in the waiting room.  

 

I can sit in a chair and look out the 
windows in the waiting room. 

 



The speech therapist will call my name 
when it’s my turn to go play.  

 

I will follow directions and walk with the 
therapist down the hallway. 

 

We will clean our hands and sit down to 
play. 

It’s so fun to follow directions and play 
with the speech therapist! 



The therapist might ask me to make 
funny faces in the mirror. 

 

The therapist might ask to touch my 
lounge with a soft sponge. 

 

If I follow directions, I will get to play 
with more toys! 

 

We will talk about pictures while we play. 

 



If I am good listener, I can play iPad 
games too! 

 

I will wait for my turn and follow 
directions.  

 

I can have a lot of fun with the speech 
therapist. 

 

I will follow directions and show them I 
can use my words. 

 



We might walk to another room to play. 

 

I might visit the group room and sing 
songs. 

 

If we go to the gym, I will take my shoes 
off. I can ask for help. 

 

I will wait and follow directions before I 
play in the gym.  

 



There’s a swing in the gym. I will be a 
good listener in the gym.  

 

There is a tunnel in the gym as well. 
Tunnels are fun.  

 

I will follow directions in the gym and I 
will have fun! 

 

When I am done playing in the gym I will 
put my shoes back on. I can ask for help.  

 



We will walk down a long hallway back to 
the office.  

 

I can pick a sticker to take home for being 
such a good listener with my speech 

therapist 

 

Everyone will be proud of me. It’s fun to 
play with the speech therapist! 

 

It’s time to leave. We will say goodbye 
and leave the speech therapists office.  

 


